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380 acts of political violence in 2020
-91.84 % of violent acts are perpetrated by
pro-independence followers
- 32 % of incidents involve hispanophobia

T

he Observatorio Cívico de la Violencia Política en Cataluña (Civic Observatory for
Political Violence in Catalonia), set up by the associations Impulso Ciudadano
(Civic Impulse) and M ovim iento contra la Intolerancia, (Movement against
Intolerance), has issued its 3rd report compiling incidents linked with political violence
and ideological hatred which have been perpetrated in Catalonia throughout
2020.
During that period, a pattern of political violence has consolidated, with recurring
outbreaks around one-off events acting as triggers for the pro-independentists’
strategy aimed at destabilising the social and institutional framework. It can be said that
this pattern of sustained violence, with peaks of social chaos, is what the
procès (push for Catalan independence) has transformed itself into after the failure of
the institutional takeover in 2017.
The following key data can be highlighted from the report:

T

otal num ber. 380 events of political violence and ideological hatred were
recorded throughout 2020, an average of 1.04 incidents per day. Of this overall
figure, 110 incidents (or 28.95 %) took place on social networks, whereas the
remaining 270 incidents (71.05 %) occurred at different locations across Catalonia.

Aggressors . Political violence in Catalonia throughout 2020 stem m ed alm ost
exclusively from the side ideologically ascribed to secessionism and anticonstitutionalism. In 349 out of 380 events perpetrators were pro-independence
individuals or groups, which represents 91.84 % of the total (in 2019, this figure was
95.45 %). Only 11 instances (2.90 %) can be attributed to the ideological sector
opposing secession. In 20 instances it was not possible to identify the aggressor’s
affiliation.

V

ictims. The group of victims which suffered mostly and repeatedly from acts of
political violence were individuals and entities opposing independence. Out
of a total of 380 incidents, on 281 occasions (73.95 %) victim s were identified
as opposed to secession. In 26 instances (6.84 %), victims were identified as prosecession. In 73 instances, victims were considered as having no specific ideological
affiliation.
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Political parties . The groups which were most frequently affected by political violence
were, once more, those in the constitutionalist com m unity and those opposed to
Catalonia’s secession: 52 out of a total of 62 attacks on political parties (or 83.87 %), a
percentage almost identical to that in 2019 (83.70 %).
Attacks against the constitutionalist sphere include here those targeting
constitutionalist form ations opposed to secession and four against ECP (In
Common We Can), a formation which does not put secession at the core of its party
programme. Constitutionalist political parties that were victims of attacks during 2020
ranked as follows, from the highest to the lowest incidence: Vox (37.10 %), PSC
(Socialists’ Party of Catalonia) (20.97 %), Cs (Citizens) (14.52 %), ECP (In Common We
Can) (6.45 %) and PP (Popular Party) (4.84 %).
The extreme degree of violence coming from secessionism and anti-constitutionalism
against Vox is particularly striking, as this party alone was the focus of alm ost 40
percent of the aggressions. Secession-seeking political groups suffered ten attacks
(16.13 % of the total), all of them focused on ERC (Catalan Republican Left). Neither the
CUP (Popular Unity Candidacy), nor PDdCat (Catalan European Democratic Party), or JxCat
(Together for Catalonia) suffered any aggression. It is worth noting that out of the ten
attacks on ERC, seven stem m ed from the pro-secession environm ent itself.
Of the three other aggressions, two were identified as anti-secessionist and the third one as
undetermined.

S

ocial organisations. Twelve violent incidents against organisations or their

representatives were recorded in 2020. Out of these 12 instances, there
were 10 attacks on constitutionalist organisations, while proindependence entities suffered two. The most frequently targeted organisation was
once more the youth association S’ha Acabat! (Enough is enough!) (four incidents),
followed by Societat Civil Catalana (Catalan Civil Society) (two incidents), and
Catalunya Peuple d’Espagne (Catalonia People of Spain), Impulso Ciudadano (Civic
Impulse), Concordia Real Española (Spanish Royal Concord), Plataforma Catalanes por
España (Platform “Catalans for Spain”), Òmnium Cultural (Cultural Òmnium) and Assemblea
Nacional de Catalunya (Catalonia National Assembly), with one violent incident each.

Institutions, authorities, civil servants, and professional groups. As

regards the 146 incidents recorded against authorities, professionals and institutions,
the m ain target was King Felipe, with attempts at harassm ent gatherings and smear
campaigns on his visits to Catalonia, the repeated burning of photos or
representations of the Monarch throughout the Catalan territory, or the display of
threatening symbols such as guillotines and hanged puppets, amounting to 57
incidents (39.04 % of the total).
Without taking into account the total number of victims within police forces, 21 attacks
against various law enforcem ent forces were reported (13.65 % of the total):
National Police, four; Civil Guard, six; Armed Forces, six; Mossos d’Esquadra (Regional
Police), two; Local Police, two. Three incidents against the Judiciary and one
against the Public Prosecutor’s Office were recorded, although this figure was lower
than in 2019.
The presence of the press at rallies resulted in a great number of aggressions to
journalists (17 instances, 11.63 % of the total), making them the professional group
having suffered the highest num ber of violent incidents. As a new development,
political violence spread into other professional areas which were absent from the previous
report, with five violent incidents against culture and sport celebrities, singled out
by the secession-seeking side because of their public stance in favour of constitutional
values.
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As in the other sections, political violence against authorities, institutions and
professional groups stemmed almost exclusively from the secessionist camp: 141 out
of 146 incidents (96,58 %), with three of undetermined origin.

T

ypology. The most common violent acts were: harassm ent and boycott against
anti-secessionists (46), scorn addressed to figures and representations of the
constitutionalist sphere (46), dam age to and tarnishing of anti-secessionists’
property (43), insults to representatives of constitutionalism (24), apology of terrorism
targeting constitutionalists (20), threats to anti-secessionists (19) and physical
aggressions on constitutionalists (13).

L

ocation. Excluding 110 incidents which occurred on social networks, 270
incidents were accounted for across Catalonia. Still in absolute terms, m ost
incidents occurred in Barcelona city (136 incidents, or 50.37 %). Together with
those affecting its suburban area (eight events, or 2.96 %) and the rest of the province (48
incidents, or 17.78 %), amount to 71.11 % of the total num ber of incidents.
Tarragona takes over from Lérida as the province with the lowest number of incidents, 15
recorded events, or 5.56 % of the total.

Time frame. October was once again the month showing the highest rate of strife, with

63 incidents, of which 54 (85.71 %) were violent incidents occurring in various
cities and towns. Whereas it did not reach the level of violence of the “Extreme Week” in
October 2019, this month is becoming the black m onth in the yearly cycle of political
violence, with actions related to the anniversary of the illegal referendum held on the 1st
October, and the King’s visit on the 8th of that same month as peak points. Next most
conflict-ridden month was September, with 48 incidents.

H

ispanophobia. The increasing importance of the hispanophobic com ponent
in political violence and hate speech in Catalonia becomes obvious. This
report records, for 2020, 122 incidents featuring an anti-Spanish bias, or 32.11 %
of total incidents. Hispanophobia tends to be overlooked as a xenophobic
phenom enon because, the way it is usually defined, it lacks two elements: the racial
component and the alien origin.
Hispanophobia arises within the Spanish community itself and am ong citizens who
share territory, background, nationality, and language. All this notwithstanding,
these incidents involve clearly xenophobic connotations and an im plicit hate
speech aimed at serving as seed of the violence that eventually germinates in the streets
of Catalonia. Denigrating and classist stereotypes that have been reinforced
for decades in the m edia as regards Spanish-speaking citizens have resulted in
the current open expressions of hatred, spread both on social networks and through
actions. These range from insults to wishing the death or exterm ination of the
different one, in this instance, the stereotype of the “Spaniard” as an invader and an
oppressor, created by the nationalist side.

N

etworks. An increase in incidents related to hatred and hispanophobia has
been detected on the networks. The current report, nevertheless, covers only
those com ing from prom inent figures in the professional, political, or social
spheres. As far as its origination is concerned, hate and anti-Spanish discourse on the
networks follow the pattern already established for acts of physical violence,
although in an even more indisputable proportion: there are no reports of any
expressions of hate or catalanophobia on the networks coming from professionals,
political leaders, or entities in the pro-Constitution anti-secession camp. On the opposite
side, figures appearing regularly on public Catalan media have become stars of hate and
hispanophobia both on social networks such as Twitter and in public media like TV3 or
Catalunya Ràdio.
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F

ar-right and suprem acism. This report disproves claim s from the Generalitat’s
(Catalonia’s regional government) institutions that violence com ing from the
“pro-Spain” far-right would be the determinant factor of political violence in
Catalonia. Whereas instances related to this side have a merely token presence, an
em erging suprem acist far-right is growing noticeably within the proindependence sphere, as shows the identification of aggressors who used in their
actions symbols, slogans or banners associated to that ideology. Four incidents have
been reported stemming from this pro-independence far-right (Catalunya Catalana
[Catalan Catalonia]) and one from the pro-Spain far-right (FNI-PNSOE [Identitarian
National Front - National Socialist Workers’ Party]).
Data show the ideological transversality of pro-independence violence, from far-left CUP
(Popular Unity Candidacy), which is a direct or indirect instigator of the vast majority of
harassm ent and hate campaigns against constitutionalists, to the xenophobic
suprem acism of the pro-independence far-right, represented by Catalunya
Catalana and by sectors close to the CDR (Committees for the Defence of the Republic),
such as L’Estaca (The Stake), which leads harassm ent cam paigns against the proindependentists themselves, assuming a role as guardians of the Catalan nation’s
essence.

The iconography of political violence in Catalonia throughout 2020, as shown by the

compilation of the 380 incidents collected in this report, draws a sinister landscape:
guillotines, pig heads, hanged or burning figures, people being beaten or
threatened, professionals being pushed around. This is the portrait of a split society in
which the roles of victim (73.94 % being non-secessionists) and persecutor (91.84 %
being pro-independence and anti-constitution) are distributed consistently.

W

e are facing a structural violence that has been consciously passed onto a
society intoxicated by a totalitarian discourse which is lethal for a
m odel of society respectful of everyone’s rights. This is a violent reality
that Catalan institutions not only ignore and conceal but also stir up. The connivance of
Catalonia’s public authorities with this flood of intransigence and hatred is
an incontrovertible fact.
The Generalitat not only does not disavow violence but puts into question the
security forces which are under its very responsibility. Through the public media, TV3 and
Catalunya Ràdio, it proclaims the usual self-victim ising slogans and related moral
alibis that generate and encourage the successive waves of serious disorder
across the streets in Catalonia. Such connivance and collaboration are necessary
elements, yet they are not exclusive to the Generalitat, but include the whole
parliam entary party spectrum supporting it. This is ruled over by the proindependence political groups which fuel the fire on the streets with their
resolutions and refuse to condemn the violence perpetrated by the Committees for the
Defence of the Republic.

T

he Generalitat has made a systematic and sectarian use of institutions for the
sake of its rupture project. In this context, its Oficina de Derechos Civiles y
Políticos (ODCiP, Office for Civil and Political Rights) has ignored, in its successive
reports, m ost of the acts of street violence or harassm ent against politicians,
entities and individual citizens opposed to secession. Instead, it has systematically fulfilled
its role as think tank aim ed at building a theoretical fram ework and narrative
that would justify the pro-independence strategy and actions, including
violence coming from the pro-secession sphere as well as the violation of civil rights,
threats, aggressions and hate crimes against everyone who opposes this discourse.

T

to warn about an entrenched reality
and an uncertain and threatening future that must be
herefore this report aims
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changed as a matter of urgency .

We are facing a dynam ic of hatred
perceived by citizens as a tangible reality. It is a reality which, unless
redressed by the State Institutions , will eventually and inevitably destroy
our m odel of living together and our dem ocracy .
Barcelona, the 28th of April 2021

Graphic appendix on following pages:

Graphic 1: Monthly incidents (2020)
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Graphic 2: Incidents per territorial area (2020)
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Graphic 3: Poli@cal violence incidents in Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown
according to the aggressors’ ideological aﬃlia@on
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Undetermined aggressors

An@-secession aggressors

Graphic 4: Poli@cal violence incidents in Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown
according to the vic@ms’ ideological aﬃlia@on
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Graphic 5: Poli@cal violence incidents in Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown
according to typology
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Graphic 6: Poli@cal violence incidents against poli@cal par@es in
Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown according to the ideological aﬃlia@on
of par@es targeted by violence
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Graphic 7: Poli@cal violence incidents against poli@cal par@es in
Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown according to the party targeted by
violence
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Graphic 8: Poli@cal violence incidents against social en@@es in
Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown according to the vic@ms’
ideological aﬃlia@on.
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Graphic 9: Poli@cal violence incidents against authori@es,
professionals, and ins@tu@ons in Catalonia in 2020. Breakdown
according to the aggressors’ ideological aﬃlia@on
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